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Mosaic genomeThe mosaic composition of the genomes of dsDNA tailed bacteriophages (Caudovirales) is well known.
Observations of this mosaicism have generally come from comparisons of small numbers of often rather
distantly related phages, and little is known about the frequency or detailed nature of the processes that
generate this kind of diversity. Here we review and examine the mosaicism within ﬁfty-seven clusters of
virion assembly genes from bacteriophage P22 and its “close” relatives. We compare these orthologous gene
clusters, discuss their surprising diversity and document horizontal exchange of genetic information between
subgroups of the P22-like phages as well as between these phages and other phage types. We also point out
apparent restrictions in the locations of mosaic sequence boundaries in this gene cluster. The relatively large
sample size and the fact that phage P22 virion structure and assembly are exceptionally well understoodmake
the conclusions especially informative and convincing.0 Emma Eccles Jones Medical Research Building, Unive
. Casjens).
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Bacteriophage genome mosaicism
It is well established that the genomes of many dsDNA tailed
bacteriophages have mosaic relationships, where the mosaicism is
deﬁned as patchy sequence similarity when two related phage
genomes are compared. The regions with different extents of
similarity have been interpreted to be genome sections with different
evolutionary histories that have been horizontally exchanged among
phages. Such exchangeable genome segments have been called
“modules”, and these modules are hypothesized to be minimal
autonomously functional units, such as groups of genes that must
function together or single proteins or even protein domains that
function independently. Phage genome mosaicism can range from
quantitative differences in the extent of sequence similarity between
homologous regions to parallel non-homologous genome sections
that encode completely different proteins (Fiandt et al., 1971; Simon
et al., 1971; Susskind and Botstein, 1978; Botstein, 1980; Casjens et al.,
1992a; Hendrix et al., 2000; Hendrix, 2002; Casjens et al., 2004;
Casjens, 2005; Hatfull, 2008, 2010).
Many anecdotal examples of putative past horizontal exchanges
that created the current day phage mosaic genomes have been
described. These include the following few examples: phages λ and
HK97 have rather similar tail genes but very different head genes
(Juhala et al., 2000) as do phages Mu and P2 (Lawrence et al., 2002);
phages λ and N15 have similar virion assembly genes but apparently
nonhomologous replication genes (Ravin et al., 2000); and in various
phages very different C-terminal domains have been fused to similar
N-terminal domains in the Erf recombination proteins (Juhala et al.,
2000; Casjens et al., 2004) and tailspike proteins (Casjens et al., 2004;
Villafane et al., 2005). However, these represent isolated examples,
and some of the putative horizontal exchange events that created this
mosaicism appear to be quite ancient. Because of these limitations, a
quantitative understanding of the extant diversity, exchange rates
and precise boundaries of these “modules” has remained elusive.
Recent advances in the ease of DNA sequence determination have
resulted in a rapid increase in the number of phage genome sequences
available, and these provide an opportunity for much more detailed
and robust analyses of phage genome mosaicism. In this discussion
we focus on the virion assembly genes of ﬁfty-seven different of
phages that are “closely” related to Salmonella enterica phage P22.
Analysis of such a large number of unambiguously orthologous genesets is powerful, and analysis of phage P22 is particularly informative
because of the extensive body of experimental work on phage P22
virion structure and the speciﬁc roles and interactions of its
morphogenetic proteins.
Even though P22's short tail places it in the Podoviridae family
(Fauquet et al., 2005), it is usually also included as a member of the
“lambdoid” phages, since (i) many of its early and lysis genes are clear
homologues of phage λ genes, (ii) its genome organization and gene
expression program are very similar to that of λ, and (iii) it can form
viable hybrids with phage λ (Botstein and Herskowitz, 1974; Hendrix
and Casjens, 2006; Casjens, 2008; and references therein). The virion
assembly genes of the P22-like phages are only extremely distantly
related (with very limited sequence similarity, different gene sizes,
imperfect synteny, and different numbers of genes involved) to all other
short-tailed phages, such as E. coli phages T7 (Dunn and Studier, 1983)
and ϕEco32 (Savalia et al., 2008), S. enterica phage ε15 (Jiang et al.,
2006), Bordetella bronchiseptica phage BPP-1 (Liu et al., 2004), Bacillus
subtilis phage ϕ29 (Morais et al., 2005), Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage
PaP3 (Tan et al., 2007), Lactococcus lactis phage KSY1 (Chopin et al.,
2007), and Prochlorococcus phages P-SSP7 and Syn5 (Sullivan et al.,
2005; Pope et al., 2007).
Phage P22 virion assembly
The P22 virion is assembled by the proteins encoded by fourteen
genes in its late operon (Fig. 1A) (Botstein et al., 1973; King et al., 1973;
Poteete and King, 1977; Youderian and Susskind, 1980; Eppler et al.,
1991), and some P22-like phages, for example phages ε34 and L, have a
ﬁfteenth virion assembly gene, dec, at the promoter proximal end of
the cluster (Gilcrease et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2006; Villafane et al.,
2008). These genes lie in a contiguous cluster except for the tailspike
gene, which in many (but not all) P22-like phages is separated from
the others by a several kbp section of DNA, called the “immunity I” or
“ant moron” region that does not encode morphogenetic proteins
(Botstein et al., 1975; Villafane et al., 2008 and references therein).
Twelve of these genes are essential to P22 (Botstein et al., 1973;
Poteete and King, 1977), and three are dispensable under normal
laboratory conditions (Youderian and Susskind, 1980; Eppler et al.,
1991; Gilcrease et al., 2005). The essential proteins encoded by these
genes have the following general functions: (i) three procapsid
assembly proteins (coat, scaffolding, and portal), (ii) two DNA
packaging recognition and motor proteins called small and large
terminase subunits, respectively, (iii) four tail assembly proteins
Fig. 1. Interactions and assembly pathway of phage P22 morphogenetic proteins. A. Map of P22 morphogenetic genes. Red boxes represent essential genes that encode proteins that
are present in the virion; green, essential genes that encode proteins that are not present in the virion; blue, genes are not essential under normal laboratory conditions. The arrows
above connect genes whose proteins interact; the arrows below denote self-interactions of these proteins and the associated numbers indicate the number of subunits in the
homomultimer. Arrowhead colors indicate the nature of these interactions: yellow, binding site localized to a protein domain or region; black, location of protein contact region not
yet known; orange, location of binding site predicted by analogy with other phage proteins; blue, protein binding partner not yet known; white, location of self-interaction known
from X-ray structure; green, domain location of self-interaction contacts in virion not known; magenta, domain location of self-interaction contacts in soluble oligomer not known.
B. Assembly pathway of the P22 virion (modiﬁed from Fig. 1 of Casjens andWeigele, 2005). The numbers below some of the proteins indicate how any molecules are present in the
procapsid and/or virion.
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proteins that are released from the virion when the DNA is injected
into the bacterial host, and (v) in some P22-like phages a decoration
protein that stabilizes virions by binding on the outside of the coat
protein shell (summarized in Table 1; reviewed by Casjens and
Weigele, 2005; Prevelige, 2006). The pathway for the ordered
assembly of the P22 virion is shown in Figs. 1B, and Fig. 2 shows the
positions of the structural proteins in the virion. The homo- and
hetero-interactions among the virion assembly proteins demonstrated
by the large body of previous work are many and are summarized in
Fig. 1A. This many tight physical interactions could place serious
constraints on the evolution of the participating proteins. We discuss
the diversity and evolution of this group of genes below.
Mosaicism in the P22-like virion assembly genes
Fifty-seven P22-like phages
Wedeﬁne “P22-like” as having virion assembly genes that are similar
to those of P22, and the genome sequences of ten such bacteriophages
have been reported. These phages, P22, ε34, ST64T, ST104, L, SE1, g341
(also known as c341), CUS-3, Sf6 and HK620, infect three closely related
γ-Proteobacteria Enterobacteriaceae species (Salmonella enterica, Shigella
ﬂexneri andEscherichia coli). In addition,APSE-1andAPSE-2prophages of
the aphid endosymbiont Hamiltonella defensa produce virion-like
particles that have not yet been shown to be infectious. The virions of
this group of phages that have been visualized by negative stain electron
microscopy have very short tails and are virtually indistinguishable
(Bezdek et al., 1970; King et al., 1973; Lindberg et al., 1978; Llagostera etal., 1986; Greenberg et al., 1995; Dhillon et al., 1998; van der Wilk et al.,
1999; King et al., 2007). They all have similar dsDNA genome sizes in the
37 to 43 kbp range. P22-like nucleotide sequences have also been
reported to be present as prophages in the genomes of a few bacteria
(Hayashi et al., 2001; Perna et al., 2002; Casjens, 2003; King et al., 2007;
Villafane et al., 2008; Casjens, 2010). Our more recent searches reveal
that the extant nucleotide sequence database (as of July 10, 2010)
contains forty-ﬁve complete or nearly completeprophage sequences that
are homologous to, and perfectly syntenic with the phage P22 virion
assembly gene cluster. All of these prophages are present in the genomes
of bacteria in the Enterobacteriaceae family, and they lie in the following
bacterial genomes: E. coli strains 11128, 11368, 55989, APEC01, B088,
B354, B7A, EF82, FVEC1302, H591, HS, IHE3034, MS16-3, MS21-1,
MS110-3, MS115-1, MS117-1, MS182-1, MS198-1, S88, TA206, TA271
and, UTI89; Escherichia fergusonii ATCC 3549; Escherichia sp. 3_2_53FAA;
S. ﬂexneri strains 301, 2457T, 8401 and 2002017; S. enterica strains
Arizonae CDC346-86, Choleraesuis SC-B67, Dublin CT_02021853, Hadar
RI_05P066, Heidelberg SL476 and SL486, Paratyphi A 9150 and
AKU_12601, Paratyphi C RKS4594, Schwarzengrund SL480, Tennessee
CDC07-0191 and Typhimurium D23580; Pectobacterium (until recently
Erwinia) carotovorumPBR1692; Providencia rettgeriDSM1131, andﬁnally
Sodalis glossinidius, an endosymbiont of tsetse ﬂies. These ﬁfty-seven
phages and prophages have mosaically related genomes and phage
λ-like early regions (data not shown), and are listed, with additional
details, accession numbers, and references, in Table S1 of the Supple-
mentary Material.
Casjens (2003) reviewed someof the evidence thatmany prophage
genes remain functional even in ancient, partly deleted defective
prophages. The above prophages appear to be largely intact, although
Table 1
P22-like phage virion assembly proteins.
Genea Protein No. of molecules in completed virion Functiona
dec Dec, decoration protein 180 Not essential; binds exterior of virion and strengthens head shell
3 gp3, small terminase subunit 0 Recognizes DNA to be packaged
2 gp2, large terminase subunit 0 ATPase of DNA packaging motor and headful nuclease
1 gp1, portal protein 12 Hole for DNA entry into and exit from head shell; headful sensing
8 gp8, scaffolding protein 0 About 250 molecules assemble into interior of procapsid; all leave procapsid
about the time DNA is packaged
5 gp5, coat protein 415 T=7ℓ icosahedral symmetry
orf186 gpOrf186 0? Not essential, role unknown
4 gp4, tail protein 12 Tail protein bound to portal protein ring
10 gp10, tail protein 6 Tail protein bound to gp4
26 gp26, tail needle 3 Plug that retains packaged DNA in virion, released during injection
14 gp14 0? Required for the assembly of functional virions at high temperatures
7 gp7, ejection protein ~20 Cleaved by host protease, ejected from the virion with the DNA
20 gp20, ejection protein ~15 Ejected from the virion with the DNA
16 gp16, ejection protein ~6 Ejected from the virion with the DNA
9 gp9, tailspike 18 Binds bacterial O-antigen surface polysaccharde during adsorption
a Genes listed in their order on the phage chromosome. References for information in table are given in the text.
Fig. 2. Locations of proteins in the P22 virion. A slice through the asymmetric, three-
dimensional reconstruction of the P22 virion is shown, and the locations of the different
proteins are indicated (modiﬁed from Lander et al., 2006). Protein locations are
supported by data from the following references: (Berget and Poteete, 1980; Andrews
et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2005; Olia et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2006; Olia et al., 2007a,
2007b). Recent higher resolution studies of the P22 virion suggest that the purple
density above the portal that was tentatively attributed to gp7, gp16 and gp20 by
Lander et al. (2006) may in fact be an extension of the portal protein, so we consider the
location of these proteins as unknown.
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outside themorphogenetic gene cluster, have not yet been reported or
have been deleted from the bacterial chromosome. Thus, although
functionality for lytic growth is unknown for most of the prophages
discussed here, their apparently intact virion assembly genes are
almost certainly representative of the original infecting phages, and for
the purposes of this discussion it is assumed that the amino acid (AA)
sequences of their encoded proteins have not changed signiﬁcantly
from the time these DNAs integrated into their host chromosomes.
Among the 785 sequenced genes in these ﬁfty-seven morphogenetic
clusters, only seven have suffered obvious mutation that that would
clearly debilitate their capacity to assemble virions; the scaffolding
protein genes of prophages Rett1 and P13 contain a frameshift and
transposon, respectively, relative to the other phages (these sequences
were “ﬁxed” for comparison purposes; in Rett1 by removal of one
nucleotide from a run of eight A's at codons 156 and 157 of the gene's
released sequence, and the P13 transposonwas removed). In addition,
the Shigella Flex301, 2017, 2017B, 2457 and 8401 prophages have
suffered deletions that extend into both ends of the gene cluster, and
Flex2017B has a frameshift mutation in gene 7 (also “ﬁxed” in analysis
below). A 375bp in-frame insertion of unknown signiﬁcance is present
in gene 10 of Rett1, and an H–N–H homing endonuclease gene is
present between genes 4 and 10 in MS115A. These assembly gene
clusters present an unprecedented opportunity to examine the
diversity and evolution of a set of relatively well-understood, syntenic
and unambiguously orthologous tailed phage virion assembly genes.
For ease of discussion we refer to proteins encoded by the other ﬁfty-
six phages by the names of the parallel well-studied P22 proteins (e.g.,
gp3 of Sf6 (Casjens et al., 2004) is referred to as “gp1”, the name of its
P22 orthologue; “gpX” refers to “gene product of gene X” in the
bacteriophage ﬁeld).
Mosaicism within the P22-like morphogenetic gene cluster
Thedeﬁnition of “modules” or “mosaic sections” in discussions of the
mosaic structure of phage genomes has of necessity often been rather
vague (e. g., Botstein, 1980; Casjens et al., 1992a;Hendrix, 2002; Casjens,
2005). Mosaic patches have been deﬁned historically in two different
ways: (i) a patch of low nucleotide sequence similarity when two
otherwise more highly similar phage genomes are compared (or vice
versa) and (ii) a minimal genetic unit that is functionally exchangeable
among phages that are quite different from each other.We use the term
“mosaic sections” to refer to physical patches identiﬁed as in (i) above
and “modules” to refer to apparently exchangeable sections (the
deﬁnition of a module is complicated by the fact that a section could
be exchangeable between two particular phages while it is not
exchangeable in a different, perhaps even homologous context).Mosaicsections will not be identiﬁed if they do not happen to be present in the
phages under study, so those identiﬁedby comparison of any limited set
of genomes may not represent the minimum possible sectional sizes. It
should also be remembered that for parallel genome sections with no
recognizable similarity (i. e., that have less than about 15% AA sequence
identity in the encoded proteins), it is impossible without additional
information to distinguish between homologous sequences that
diverged beyond the point of having detectible sequence similarity
and nonhomologous sequences that have different evolutionary origins.
To analyze the mosaic relationships among the genes in the
P22-like morphogenetic gene clusters, the AA sequences of the
proteins within each of the ﬁfteen sets of orthologous virion assembly
proteins were aligned together and in many pairwise combinations
using Clustal X2 (Larkin et al., 2007) and DNA Strider (Douglas, 1994).
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at high divergence, where encoded AA sequence similarity is
recognizable but nucleotide sequence similarity has been lost. The
morphogenetic genes are in the same order and very closely packed in
all these gene clusters, but there are a few major organizational
packing differences; one example of such a difference is that the gap
between genes 1 and 8 is considerably longer in CUS-3 and its close
relatives than in the other P22-like phages. Such differences in the
details of gene juxtaposition, while potentially interesting, are not
analyzed here. The protein alignments were inspected for mosaic
boundaries, where very high AA sequence similarity between a pair of
phages abruptly shifts to much weaker similarity. In this way ﬁfteen
such boundaries were identiﬁed, which subdivide the ﬁfteen virion
assembly proteins (and their genes) into thirty “protein sections” that
are separated by gene boundaries and/or mosaic boundaries. These
sections are described in more detail in Table S2. Precision in the
location of sectional boundaries is not the same in all cases; some are
in nearly exactly the same location in different phages such as the
3a–3b, 9a–9b and 26b–26c boundaries, some are somewhat more
variable in position like the 2b–2c boundary, and some have a short
region of similarity at the sectional boundary such as the 40 AAs
between sections 20b and 20c (Figs. 6B, S4, S5 and S8 show these and
other examples of similarity discontinuities at mosaic boundaries).
Four gene boundaries (dec–3, 3–2, 2–1 and 8–5) do not correspond to
observed mosaic boundaries, so twenty-six mosaic sections (as
opposed to protein sections, above) were identiﬁed in this gene
cluster.
Bootstrapped neighbor-joining trees were generated for each of
the thirty protein sequence sections with Clustal X2 (Larkin et al.,
2007) in order to display the relationships within each section
(shown in Fig. S1A through S1Z5). Maximum likelihood and
parsimony analyses generally gave similar trees with identical
clustering of sequences within major branches (data not shown),
but some differences in branching orders were found with different
tree-building programs, especially between very deep branches.
These minor differences do not impinge on any of the conclusions
drawn below. The sequence diversities of the thirty protein sections
are summarized in Fig. 3, where the morphogenetic proteins are
aligned in gene order for each of the P22-like phages, and different
“sequence types” of each protein section are given different colors
(within each column of the ﬁgure) if their encoded AA sequences are
N20% different. Figs. S2A and S2B display sectional sequence types
that are N50% and N75% different, respectively. Mosaically related
sections could in theory arise through horizontal transfer from other
divergent phages or by differential divergence. Rigorous evidence of
horizontal transfer is typically deduced from differences in branching
order of phylogenetic trees, not by extent of divergence per se. Thus,
even though it is reasonable to presume that many are the result of
horizontal transfer events, it is not possible to rigorously conclude
that all mosaic sectional boundary differences in displays like those in
Figs. 3 and S2 correspond to exchangedmodules. For example, in Fig. 3
Section 2b is pink in the phages with Sf6-like (blue) gp1, gp8 and gp5
genes because it has diverged somewhat less than 20% from the
phages with pink 2b and gp1, gp8 and gp5 sections, not because of a
different clustering or branching order from the latter three sections
(cf. Figs. S1E and S1G). Nonetheless, a large majority of the colors
within any column of Fig. 3 represent groups of protein sections that
reside in very well-deﬁned, separate sequence clusters (i.e., are
members of a well-separated “sequence type”).
The virion assembly gene clusters of the P22-like phages are
strikingly diverse and strikingly mosaic, even when applying the very
stringent criterion that two versions of a given section are considered
to be different only if their encoded proteins are more than 75%
different (Fig. S2B). The fact that many of the mosaic boundaries in
Fig. 3 are present in more than one context (e.g., yellow–pink in
MS115A and pink–blue in Sf6 at the section 2b–2c junction) in thegenomes examined here suggests that a number of these boundaries
may have been created independently more than once. This could
suggest that the bulk of the mosaic sections in this region have been
identiﬁed; however, two very interesting mosaic sections, the ParaC1
section 3b–2a terminase region and the MS21A 8b–5 scaffold-coat
region, are present only once in the current sample. We note that
ﬁfteen of the twenty-ﬁve mosaic section boundaries in Fig. 3, where
one color abuts two different adjacent colors in different phages, lie
within genes (e.g., pink 3b sections abut blue or pink 3a sections in
different phages). Mosaic sections that encompass multiple genes,
whole genes, and parts of genes are identiﬁed in this analysis. All
these features are discussed in more detail below.
The P22-like phages form a cohesive group
A large majority of PsiBLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) searches of the
extant sequence database with diverse members of each of the above
thirty protein sequence sections results in the accumulation of a set of
related proteins that includes only P22-like orthologues and no
convincing matches outside this phage group. These P22-like genes
have clearly been in existence and diverging for a very long time, since,
for example, the gene 5 coat proteins form several major branches
that have as little as 14% AA sequence identity between them (see
below). Nonetheless, Xylella phage Xfas53 (Summer et al., 2010),
Thalomonas phage BA3 (Efrony et al., 2009) and a few unannotated
putative prophages in bacterial genome sequences (e.g., in Novo-
sphingobium aromaticivorans DSM 12444) have morphogenetic gene
clusters that are at least in part weakly related to the P22-like phages.
These appear to represent other groups of phages that are the P22-like
phages' nearest relatives with regard to virion assembly genes. Most
of these weak matches to the P22-like morphogenetic proteins do not
fall robustly inside the portions of the trees that include all the P22-
like phage proteins. There are also a few matches from even more
distantly related phages to the P22-like sections 3a, 2a and 2b of the
terminase proteins and the receptor-binding section 9b of the
tailspike, that fall robustly within the P22-like trees. With these few
exceptions, which are discussed in more detail below, the P22-like
virion assembly proteins each form a self-contained group that
appears not to have undergone frequent or recent exchange with
other more distantly related phages (at least with phages we
currently know). Thus, it appears that most – but not all – of the
virion assembly gene diversity within the P22-like group is the result
of long divergence within the P22-like phage group rather than of
acquisition of new versions by horizontal transfer from outside
sources.
This apparent relative lack of morphogenetic gene exchange with
phages outside the P22-like group may seem surprising, given the
current view of “rampant” horizontal exchange among tailed phages
(Hendrix, 2002; Hendrix et al., 2003; Pedulla et al., 2003; Casjens,
2005). However, unlike the virion assembly genes, the rest of the
P22-like phage genomes show more extensive and sometimes
relatively recent exchange with non-P22-like phages (usually within
the larger “lambdoid” phage group). For example, the phages P22 and
λ have different tail types, and their virion assembly, endolysin and
recombination genes encode proteins with no recognizable homology
in the two phages. Yet, the fact that their gene Q-encoded late operon
transcription anti-termination proteins are 96% identical and have the
same DNA-binding target speciﬁcity (Roberts et al., 1976) suggests a
very recent common ancestor for these two Q genes, and thus quite
recent exchange of this gene between P22 and λ. (For other similar
early gene relationships see, for example, Clark et al., 2001; Mmolawa
et al., 2003a, 2003b; Casjens et al., 2004; Hendrix and Casjens, 2006;
Villafane et al., 2008). It seems likely that the many intimate
interactions among the P22 virion proteins have limited successful
horizontal exchange with distantly related phages. Most likely the
apparently “low” rate of horizontal exchange with phages outside the
Fig. 3. Summary of sequence relationships among the virion assembly proteins of ﬁfty-seven P22-like phages. The rectangular boxes in each horizontal line represent the virion assembly
proteins in the order inwhich they are encoded on the phage chromosomes (not drawn to scale). Thephages and prophages are indicated on the sides (a representative one on the left and
all with that pattern on the right). The different colors of the phage names indicate the genus of their host as follows: Escherichia, red; Salmonella, black; Shigella, blue; Providencia, orange;
Pectobacterium, purple; Hamiltonella, green; Sodalis, gray). Black vertical lines indicate protein/gene boundaries, and red vertical lines denote the intragenic mosaic boundaries (see text).
Phage P22 genenames are shownabove (except for theuse of phage L names for dec and orf186), andmosaic section letter names are shownbelow for the proteins that have such sections.
Vertically aligned sections with identical colors represent AA sequences that are separated distances ≤0.20 in CLUSTAL X2-generated trees (i.e., individuals that are on average ≤20%
different) (Larkin et al., 2007). Note that identical colors in different columns does not indicate any relationship. The trees used to generate this display are shown in Fig. S1. Symbols denote
the following:❊ slightly less than 20% different from another color in the same column, but on a robustly separated branch (see Fig. S1);♦, protein slightlymore than 20% different but on
robust tree branch with others of the same color; white regions denote regions deleted from the prophage (slanted end of adjacent protein) or not yet sequenced (indented end); black
triangles indicate insertions ofmobile element genes relative to the other phages; green triangles belowmark the four gene boundaries that do not correspond tomosaic boundaries. The
numbers in the rightmost (9b) column denote the twenty-eight different types of tailspike receptor-binding domain (see text).
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physically recombine with other phages, but a failure of such
recombinants to thrive (Hendrix, 2002; Casjens, 2005).
P22 virion assembly genes
Procapsid genes
Procapsid assembly
P22 genes 1, 8 and 5 encode portal protein, scaffolding protein and
coat protein, respectively, which assemble to form procapsids, the
virion precursor structures into which DNA is packaged (Fig. 1B). Each
of these proteins has been studied in considerable detail (Casjens et
al., 1992c;Weigele et al., 2005; Parent and Teschke, 2007; Zheng et al.,
2008 and references therein). Proteins with these three functions are
universally required for the assembly of procapids of tailed phages
(Earnshaw and Casjens, 1980; Casjens and Hendrix, 1988; Casjens et
al., 1992a), as well as for procapsid assembly in some other large
dsDNA viruses such as the herpesviruses (Newcomb et al., 2001,2003). In P22, 415 coat protein and twelve portal protein molecules
form the T=7 laevo icosahedral shell of the virion's head. The portal
protein is present as a ring of twelve subunits that forms a hole at one
icosahedral vertex (called the portal vertex) through which DNA
enters during packaging and exits during injection. The tail is built on
this vertex after DNA is packaged. During procapsid assembly, about
200 molecules of scaffolding protein assemble into the interior of P22
procapsids, and all of these are released from the structure about
when DNA is packaged (Casjens and King, 1974; King and Casjens,
1974). Each of these three proteins interacts with the other two: coat
interacts with scaffold (Greene and King, 1994; Weigele et al., 2005);
scaffold interacts with portal (Earnshaw et al., 1976; Bazinet and King,
1988; Greene and King, 1996, 1999); and coat interacts with portal
(King et al., 1973; Lander et al., 2006).
Coat protein (gp5)
The ﬁfty-seven known P22-like coat proteins are not evenly
distributed in sequence space, but clearly fall into a limited number of
discrete “sequence types”, each of whose members are quite closely
399S.R. Casjens, P.A. Thuman-Commike / Virology 411 (2011) 393–415related to one another. The relative abundance of these types in the
current sample is uneven, ranging fromone toﬁfteenmemberswithin a
type. Both of these observations are typical of all of the virion proteins
discussed in this report. There are three major sequence types for coat
protein, and these range from 14% to 28% identical in pair wise
comparisons (Figs. 4A, and S1J). These major types can be separated
into eight subtypes (typiﬁed by P22, Scho1, MS21A, CUS-3, Sf6,
ϕSG1, Rett1 and APSE-1) that are N15% different from one another;
the most divergent pairs of individuals within the P22, CUS-3 and Sf6
groups range from about 2% in the P22 branch to about 5% in the CUS-3
branch.
Coat protein sequences among the tailed phages are extremely































































Fig. 4. Diversity of the coat, portal and scaffolding proteins of the P22-like phages. Unrooted p
protein and (C) gp8 scaffolding protein. Trees were constructed by Clustal X2 on a Macint
indicating the extent of difference and bootstrap support out of 1000 trials (between 0 and
major deep branches with robust bootstrap support are highlighted with different colored
branching in the three trees shown). The “other” phages in this ﬁgure reside within the same
portal trees compare the full-length proteins while the scaffolding proteins do not include th
full-length procapsid assembly proteins of phages that represent the three major types of Pof them are compared. Yet, in spite of this lack of sequence similarity,
all coat proteins whose structure has been examined appear to be
descendents of a single common but very ancient ancestor, since
those from phages T4, ϕ29, ε15, T7, λ, BPP-1, Syn5 and P22 have
structures that are extremely similar at subnanometer resolution to
the unusual polypeptide fold that is known for phage HK97 coat
protein (Wikoff et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2003; Fokine et al., 2005;
Morais et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2006; Agirrezabala et al., 2007; Lander
et al., 2008; Dai et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010). It thus seems quite certain
that all tailed phages, and thus the three major types of P22-like coat
proteins are long-diverged homologues. The P22-like coat protein
types are sufﬁciently different that BLASTp (Altschul et al., 1997)



















































rotein sequence neighbor-joining trees for (A) P22-like gp5 coat protein, (B) gp1 portal
osh computer (Larkin et al., 2007), with horizontal branch lengths (between 0 and 1)
1000). For ease of viewing only representative phages are named on the right, and the
boxes (✦ — Cart1 is included in the pink box in part C to emphasize the similarity of
color branch in all three trees; see Figs. S1G, H and J for the complete trees. The coat and
eir C-terminal 22 AAs (protein section 8b; see text). D. AA sequence identity among the
22-like virions.
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(Altschul et al., 1997) searches starting with P22 coat protein indicate
that all three are nonetheless signiﬁcantly related.
But have the different P22-like coat protein types, such as those of
phages P22, CUS-3 and Sf6, diverged from a common ancestor within
the P22-like phage group, or has one or more been acquired by
horizontal transfer from outside the group? Some light can be shed on
this issue by comparing the cryo-electron microscopic three-dimen-
sional reconstructions of their virions. At the 23 Å resolution attained
for the Sf6 T=7 laevo virion coat protein shell (P. Thuman-Commike,
A. McGough, E. Gilcrease and S. Casjens, unpublished), its structure is
extremely similar to the previously determined structure of the P22
virion shell (Zhang et al., 2000; Teschke et al., 2003) (Fig. 5). The only
topological differences at this resolution are the presence of small
holes between the points of local 2-fold symmetry in Sf6, a slightly
deeper depression in the center of the outer surface of the Sf6 hexons
and pentons, and small inward pointing densities on the inner surface
of Sf6 (Fig. S3). In spite of their similar coat protein folds, similar
resolution structures for the T=7 virions of phages HK97, λ and T7
(for example) show surface topology that is very distinguishable from
that observed for P22 and Sf6 (Dokland and Murialdo, 1993; Conway
et al., 1995; Cerritelli et al., 2003). The fact that P22 and Sf6 coat
proteins form such similar shell topologies supports the idea that their
coat protein sequence differences are the result of divergence within
the P22-like phage group rather than horizontal acquisition from
other (currently unknown) phage types.
Scaffolding protein (gp8) and portal protein (gp1)
The P22-like scaffolding proteins also form three highly bootstrap-
supportedmajor neighbor-joining tree branches that are very similar to
the coat protein trees, with inter-branch AA sequence identities
between 15% and 27% (Figs. 4C and S1H). Thus, the scaffolding proteins,
like the coat proteins, are so divergent that it is not possible from the
sequence comparisons to be certain that the divergent types are all
homologues, but they are all rich in hydrophilic AAs and have high
α-helix predictions (Eppler et al., 1991; Dokland, 1999). In spite of their
low sequence identities, the N-terminal 50–75 AAs of all of the P22-like
scaffolding protein genes are very highly negatively charged. For
example, P22 has fourteen negatively charged and two positively
charged AAs in its N-terminal 50 AAs; CUS-3 has 32 negative and two
positive in its N-terminal 75 AA; and Sf6 has 29 negative and three
positive in its N-terminal 75 AA. This N-terminal region has been
implicated in posttranslational autoregulation of the P22 scaffold gene
(King et al., 1978; Casjens and Adams, 1985; Casjens et al., 1985;
Wyckoff and Casjens, 1985), and although the detailed mechanism ofFig. 5. Surface views along the 3-fold symmetry axes of the P22 and Sf6 virion coat protein la
Sf6 virions at 23 Å resolution. B. The surface of the three-dimensional reconstruction of icosah
rendered from our previously published data. On each structure, the icosahedral unit triangl
Fig. S3 for a view of the inside surface of the Sf6 capsid and reconstruction details.this autoregulation is unknown, the high negative charge conservation
suggests this featuremay be important. The coat protein binding site on
the phage P22 scaffolding protein has been localized to within its
C-terminal 24AAs (Weigele et al., 2005), and this region is very different
in the three scaffolding protein types, suggesting that their speciﬁcities
of scaffold-coat interaction are very likely different (and we have been
unable to demonstrate in vitro binding of Sf6 scaffold to P22 coat
protein;D.Winn-Stapley andS. Casjens, unpublished). Amosaic domain
boundary in prophage MS21A twenty-two AAs from the C-terminus
indicates that very similar 8a scaffold sections (the N-terminal bulk of
the proteins), can function with coat proteins that are about 35%
different from one another (cf. MS21A and MS110A). Presumably the
latter interactions are mediated by the very different 8b sections.
The P22-like portal proteins, like the coat proteins, have no
obvious internal mosaic boundaries and form clusters of major
sequence types that recapitulate the coat and scaffold major types,
but they are somewhat less diverse than those proteins, with the
CUS-3 and Sf6 portal types being about 50% identical, and these are




Tailed phage terminases are composed of a large and a small
subunit. The large subunit carries the N-terminal ATPase of the DNA
packaging motor and the C-terminal nuclease that is responsible for
cleaving virion-length chromosomes from concatemeric replicated
DNA (Sun et al., 2007 and 2008; Rao and Feiss, 2008; Smits et al., 2009
and references therein). In P22 the two subunits form a complex
(Poteete and Botstein, 1979; Nemecek et al., 2007), and the small
subunit targets phage DNA for packaging by recognition of a speciﬁc
DNA sequence called pac that lies within gene 3 (Casjens et al., 1992b;
Wu et al., 2002). The P22 ATPase and nuclease are encoded by gp2
sections 2a and 2b, respectively (D. Nemecek, S. Casjens, E. Gilcrease
and G. Thomas, unpublished). Terminase and portal proteins are
responsible for the headful packaging strategy utilized by the P22-like
phages (Casjens et al., 1992b, 2005).
Small terminase subunit (gp3)
The P22-like small terminase subunits are very diverse. In the tree
built with their N-terminal 3a sections (Figs. 6A, S1B and S1C), which
contains the bulk of the small subunit protein, there are ﬁve deep
branches whose members have only 11–18% identity between
branches. It is not known whether these very different groups arettices. A. The surface of the three-dimensional reconstruction of icosahedrally averaged
edrally averaged P22 virions at 24 Å resolution (Zhang et al., 2000; Teschke et al., 2003),
e (dashed red line) and one hexon (solid red) line are shown as points of reference. See
401S.R. Casjens, P.A. Thuman-Commike / Virology 411 (2011) 393–415homologous or have the same polypeptide fold (here and elsewhere
in this report our inclusion of such diverse proteins in a tree does not
imply any homology relationship). However, since the small subunits
of P22-like phage Sf6 and a fragment of the non-P22-like phage λ
small terminase have rather similar folds (Zhao et al., 2010), it is quite
possible that all small subunits will, like the coat proteins, eventually
be found to be ancient homologues. The N-terminal 3a section almost
certainly encodes the DNA-binding domain (Casjens et al., 1992b).
The much smaller C-terminal section 3b also has ﬁve very deep
branches, but the contents of these branches are not identical to the 3a
branches. The 3a branches typiﬁed by Sf6 (blue in Fig. 6A) and CUS-3
(pink)merge to form onemajor 3b branch, and ParaC1 3b (dark green
in Fig. 6B) is separated and forms its own deep 3b branch. Section 3a
of the Sf6 and CUS-3 type small subunits are only about 11% identical,
but their C-terminal 28 AAs (section 3b) are all ≥89% identical to one
another (Fig. 6B). On the other hand, the CUS-3 and ParaC1 3a sections
are 96% identical while their 3b sections are only 17% identical. In
addition, several section 3a types have signiﬁcant similarity to
sequences in phages outside the P22-like group (Fig. S1B). These
observations suggest that there has been horizontal transfer of some
small subunit sections (see below).
Large terminase subunit (gp2)
The N-terminal bulk portion of the P22-like large terminase
subunit is divided into twomosaic sections in prophage ParaC1, whichgp3 section 3aA
B
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Fig. 6. Relationships among the P22-like small terminase subunits. A. Simpliﬁed unrooted neig
134–162 of P22 gp3) mosaic sections of the P22-like phage terminase small subunits. The tre
shown) with poor bootstrap support were removed, and the distances are averages from the
weremerged for ease of viewing. Themajor groups of small terminase subunit domains are en
same colored branches in sections 3a and 3b, except Sf6 (and its 10 close relatives) and the Pa
complete trees. B. Alignment of the AA sequences of the small terminase subunits of phages
C-terminal 3b section is enclosed in a red box.has a very clear mosaic boundary separating sections 2a and 2b
(sequence comparison not shown). Fig. S4 presents additional
evidence that this is a legitimate mosaic boundary, and not a freak
occurrence in ParaC1. Sections 2a and 2b, which contain the N-
terminal ATPase and C-terminal nuclease motifs, respectively, each
have two major sequence types that differ by N75% in AA sequence
(Figs. S1D, S1E and S2B). One of the two major types, exempliﬁed by
phage P22, contains 27 rather close relatives with a maximum of only
about 12% AA sequence difference within both sections 2a and 2b.
Although the second major type also contains a cluster of 24 very
closely related terminases that are typiﬁed by that of phage Sf6, it also
contains several others that are considerably more divergent (Figs.
S1D and S1E). Section 2c is hypothesized be involved in portal
binding, and its tree (Fig. S1F) has several signiﬁcant branching order
differences from the 2a and 2b trees (discussed below).
Among the P22-like terminases that have been studied, P22, L, and
ε34, produce clustered packaging initiation DNA cleavages within a
120 bp region (Casjens et al., 1992b; Petri et al., 1992;Wu et al., 2002),
while those of Sf6, HK620, and APSE-1 make initiation cleavages over
a much wider region (e.g., ~1800 bp in Sf6) (Casjens et al., 2004).
Thus, the major large terminase subunit branches, typiﬁed by phages
P22 and Sf6, appear to represent terminases with different packaging
initiation properties. Like the small subunit, both the 2a and 2b trees
include proteins from outside the P22-like group, indicating that there
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hbor-joining trees of theN-terminal (3a; AAs 1–133 of P22 gp3) and C-terminal (3b; AAs
es are as in Fig. 4 except, short connections between deep branches (left sides of trees as
left end of branches to their tips. Groups of similar proteins on short terminal branches
closed by different colored boxes. The sequences from the “other” phages all fall into the
raC1 sections lie in different positions in the in the two trees. Figs. S1B and S1C show the
Sf6, CUS-3 and ParaC1 showing the mosaic boundary between sections 3a and 3b. The
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Tail assembly, structure and function
The proteins encoded by P22 genes 4, 10, 26 and 9 build the P22
virion's short tail by joining to the structure sequentially after DNA is
packaged into the procapsid (Strauss and King, 1984; Olia et al., 2006,
2007a, 2007b). After DNA is packaged, twelve monomeric subunits of
gene 4 protein bind to the exposed surface of the procapsid's portal
ring, to begin the assembly of the tail. Next, six molecules of gp10
bind, probably as a preformed hexamer, followed by the addition of a
single tail needle (gp26 trimer) and six tailspikes (gp9 trimers)
(Strauss and King, 1984; Olia et al., 2006, 2007a, 2007b) (Fig. 1B). In
the virion, the gp26 tail needle plugs the DNA entrance/exit channel,
and its distal tip is positioned to make ﬁrst contact with the host's
outer membrane during adsorption, since it protrudes furthest from
the phage head (Berget and Poteete, 1980; Andrews et al., 2005;
Lander et al., 2006) (Fig. 2). The gp26 tail needle is shed from the
virion during adsorption and DNA injection (Israel, 1977). Most
tailspikes of P22-like phages have polysaccharide hydrolase activity
that cleaves their O-antigen polysaccharide receptors (Iwashita and
Kanegasaki, 1973; Steinbacher et al., 1994; Chua et al., 1999; Weigele
et al., 2003; Barbirz et al., 2008; Villafane et al., 2008). Tailspike
binding and perhaps cleavage of surface polysaccharides are critical
factors in the adsorption and host ranges of these phages (Berget and
Poteete, 1980; Israel, 1978; Casjens and Molineux, in press).
Gene 4 protein (gp4) and gene 10 protein (gp10)
Nomosaic joints were identiﬁed within gp4 or gp10; however, the
N-terminal ~50 AAs of gp4 are substantially less diverse than the
remainder of this protein. Trees of the N-terminal 50 AAs and the
remainder of gp4 had very similar topology, so we arbitrarily consider
gp4 to consist of one “mosaic section,” in spite of the differences in
divergence of the two parts of the protein. The P22-like gene 4
proteins fall into major groups in a neighbor-joining tree that parallel
those of the procapsid assembly proteins (Fig. 4 and S1L). Members of
the different major gp4 branches are 30–35% identical.
There is strikingly less diversity among the gene 10 proteins than
any of the proteins discussed above. The Salmonella/Escherichia/
Shigella P22-like gp10s are all more than 88% identical to one another.
The other gp10s range up to 40% different from this group (Fig. S1M).
In the former branch of the gp10 tree, there are two closely related,
robust subgroups that only partially parallel the branches for the
procapsid assembly proteins. For example, the Schwarz1 and Shad1
procapsid assembly proteins are in the Sf6 procapsid assembly type,
whereas their gp10s are in a different subtype from the Sf6 gp10. The
lack of gp10 diversity parallels that of Dec protein and gp14 (below),
and possible explanations for this are discussed below.
Tail needle (gp26)
The N-terminal 70 AAs of the gp26s (section 26a) are comparatively
highly conserved (maximum difference is about 20% among the
Salmonella/Escherichia/Shigella P22-like phages; Fig. S1N). The X-ray
structure of gp26 is known (Olia et al., 2007b), and its binding to the
highly conserved gp10 in the tail ismediated by AAs near its N-terminal
end, so the lack of diversity in the Salmonella/Escherichia/Shigella
section 26a correlates with the lack of gp10 diversity (Lander et al.,
2006; Bhardwaj et al., 2007). The middle 26b section is variable in
length, ranging from three to eleven heptad repeats of coiled-coil
structure (Lupas et al., 1991; Bhardwaj et al., 2009). These length
differences shouldproduceneedles of rather different lengths. The exact
role of needle length is not known, but a fortuitous P22 gp26 variant
with eight instead of the native eleven heptad repeats (GenBank
Accession No. AB362338; Masago et al., 2008) is fully functional in the
laboratory. The C-terminal 26c domains of Sf6 and fourteen others are
very similar to one another and form a very well-deﬁned cluster whose
member sequences are not recognizably similar to section 26c of theother P22-like phages (Fig. S1P). These other C-terminal domains forma
second, more diverse but nonetheless robust major branch. The Sf6
C-terminal domain, unlike the P22 26c domain, forms structure that is
visible as a distal knob by electron microscopy (Bhardwaj et al., 2009),
and its structure determined by X-ray diffraction has a completely
different polypeptide fold from that of C-terminal domain of P22 gp26
(A. Bhardwaj, S. Casjens and G. Cingolani, unpublished results). Such
different distal tip domains could have different interactions with the
host's surface.
Tailspike (gp9)
Ouranalysis identiﬁed twowell-deﬁned tailspikemosaic sections, 9a
and 9b. The P22-like tailspikes are known to consist of two distinct
domains, an N-terminal domain of about 110 AAs that binds to the
virion and a largeN500AAC-terminal domain that carries theO-antigen
polysaccharide (receptor) binding and cleavage active site(s)
(Steinbacher et al., 1997a, 1997b). These protein domains perfectly
match sections 9a and 9b, respectively. Among the forty-nine P22-like
tailspikes in our panel there are twenty-eight different receptor-binding
9b domain sequence types that we argue below are likely to have
different substrate binding speciﬁcities (Figs. 7 and S1Z5) (the tailspike
genes of eight of the prophages in our panel are either deleted or not
sequenced). Most P22-like tailspikes that have been examined have
been shown experimentally to be trimeric and to have polysaccharide
cleavage activity (P22— Iwashita and Kanegasaki, 1973; Sf6— Freiberg
et al., 2003; ε34 — Zayas and Villafane, 2007; HK620 — Barbirz et al.,
2008). The single exception is the tailspike of phage g341, which has
polysaccharide deacylation activity (Iwashita and Kanegasaki, 1976).
Several atomic structures are known for C-terminal tailspike
domains; those of P22-like phages P22, Sf6 and HK620 have similar
polypeptide folds in spite of belonging to very different sequence
types (Fig. 7) (Steinbacher et al., 1994; Barbirz et al., 2008; Muller et
al., 2008). Phage K1F tailspikes have a different fold from that of P22
(Stummeyer et al., 2005). Although K1F is not a P22-like phage, it
carries a trimeric tailspike that has α-polysialic acid (K1 antigen)
binding and cleavage activity (Petter and Vimr, 1993; Stummeyer et
al., 2006), and its receptor-binding domain's AA sequence is 63%
identical to that of P22-like phage CUS-3, which also adsorbs to an
α-polysialic acid receptor (King et al., 2007). It is thus quite certain
that the receptor-binding domains of CUS-3 and its close relatives
have a fold that is different from the phage P22 tailspike. The P22, Sf6,
HK620 and K1F tailspike structures are all very high in β-helix
structure, and the AA sequences of the structurally uncharacterized 9b
sequence types in our panel of P22-like phages have high β-helix
predictions with β-WRAP (Bradley et al., 2001). Since the P22, HK620
and Sf6 folds are similar in spite of the fact that they represent
different sequence types, it is not possible to tell which, if any, of the
remaining types might have novel folds and which are very distant
homologues.
Fig. 7 shows that there is a perfect correlation between the sequence
types of the tailspike 9b receptor-binding domains and the structure of
their polysaccharide receptors (i.e., no similar 9b domains are known to
bind to different polysaccharides and those known to bind to different
polysaccharides have very different sequences). This has been noted
before in individual cases (Clark et al., 2001; Freiberg et al., 2003; Casjens
et al., 2004;Villafaneet al., 2005; Stummeyeret al., 2006; Schwarzer et al.,
2007; Walter et al., 2008). This conclusion and Fig. 7 assume that the
O-antigen on the surface of a P22-like phage lysogen is the O-antigen to
which that phage adsorbs, however this is a signiﬁcant oversimpliﬁca-
tion. Many P22-like phages encode enzymes that modify the O-antigen
after they lysogenize (Allison and Verma, 2000; Broadbent et al., 2010
and references therein). These enzymes acetylate or add a sugar side
chain to the O-antigen repeating unit. Thus the lysogen's O-antigen may
be modiﬁed relative to the O-antigen to which the prophage-forming
phage originally adsorbed; however, in the known cases the basic




























































































































































































































Fig. 7. Diversity of the receptor-binding domains of P22-like phage tailspikes. An unrooted neighbor-joining tree of the C-terminal receptor-binding domains (section 9b) of the P22-
like phage tailspike proteins and relatives outside this group is shown; the latter are marked by asterisks (*). Phage and prophage names at the branch tips are colored according to
their host species as described in the legend of Fig. 3. Selected bootstrap values from 1000 trials are shown. Outside of the tree, the oligosaccharide repeats of the O-antigen surface
polysaccharides are shown for prophage hosts or phage O-antigen receptors (see text) where this is known (Glc, glucose; Man, mannose; Rha, rhamnose; Gal, galactose; Abeq,
abequose; Tyvel, tyvelose; Para, paratose; Col, colitose; GlcNAc, N-acetyl-glucosamine; ManOAc, O-acetyl-mannose; GalOAc, O-acetyl-galactose); square brackets denote side chain
sugars; the dagger (†) notes that the linkage between trisaccharide repeats is different in serovar Schwarzengrund than in Typhimurium (see text). The sequences of the P22-like
phages and prophage tailspike proteins can be found with the accession Nos. given in Table S1. The other phage type tailspike sequences have the following accession Nos. or
references: KS7, AY730274; SETP3, EF177456; EcoIAI39, CU928164; SP6 (Dobbins et al., 2004; Scholl et al., 2004), K1F (Petter and Vimr, 1993); Det7 (Walter et al., 2008); and 9NA
(R. Hendrix and S. Casjens, unpublished). Complete sequence of the genomes of phages MB78 and 63D have not been reported, but their tailspike sequences are present in accession
Nos. AY040866/AJ277754.2 (Chaturvedi and Chakravorty, 2003; Datta et al., 2005) and AB015437 (Machida et al., 2000), respectively. Phages 63D, MB78, KS7, SETP3 and 9NA are
siphoviruses, Det7 is a myovirus, and SP6, K1F and EcoAI39 are podoviruses that are not members of the P22-like group. The scale bar represents fractional difference in AA sequence.
Note that the deeply separated branches may or may not contain homologous proteins, and that this diagram is meant to depict diversity, not evolutionary relationships (see text).
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EcoS88-1 prophages are found in the genomes of K1 E. coli isolates and
have tailspikes very similar to CUS-3 (above), it seems likely that these
parental phageDNAs originally entered their current hosts by the normal
virion-binding-to-receptor route using the K1-capsule speciﬁc tailspikes.
Phages P22, L, SE1, ST104 and ST64T infect S. enterica serovar
Typhimurium, andprophage Typh1 is found in Typhimurium;prophages
Shei1 and Shei2 are in serovar Heidelberg genomes; Para1 and Para2 are
in serovar Paratyphi A, and Sdub1 is in serovar Dublin. Yet their receptor-
binding 9b tailspike domains are all similar in sequence to phage P22.
These serovars have several different O-antigen structures, but this can
be understood in light of the facts that (i) Typhimurium, Heidelberg,
Dublin and Paratyphi A have identical mannose–rhamnose–galactose
repeating trisaccharide units with various sugars as side groups on themain chain mannose (abequose, abequose, tyvelose, and paratose,
respectively; Jann and Jann, 1984; Wang et al., 2002), and (ii) P22 is
known to adsorb to and infect these same serovars, showing that
receptor binding by its tailspike is unaffected by these side group sugars
(Zinder and Lederberg, 1952; Eriksson et al., 1979; Bergthorsson and
Roth, 2005). Scho1, ParaC1 and Tenn1 form another related group of
tailspike 9b sections, and these three prophages are found in cells that all
have a mannose–mannose–mannose–mannose-N-acetyl-glucosamine
repeat-containing O-antigen. The only apparent exception to this
correlation of tailspike sequence with O-antigen structure is prophage
Schwarz1, whose receptor-binding domain sequence is very different
from P22 in spite of the fact that its host's serovar Schwarzengrund
O-antigen has the same mannose(abequose)–rhamnose–galactose re-
peat as P22's host. However, this is almost certainly explained by the fact
404 S.R. Casjens, P.A. Thuman-Commike / Virology 411 (2011) 393–415that the Schwarzengrund O-antigen has α1–6 linkages between repeats
rather than theα2–8 linkage of Typhimurium, giving it a rather different
overall structure (Wang et al., 2002).
Where information is available, the remaining major 9b sequence
types (different 9b numbers in Fig. 3) are all fromphages that infect, or
prophages found in, host strains with different O-antigen structures
(Wright, 1971; Vinogradov et al., 1994; Nnalue and Lindberg, 1997;
Allison andVerma, 2000; Braden et al., 2002;Wang et al., 2002; Feng et
al., 2007; Barbirz et al., 2008). The fact that prophage Typh1 and P22 9b
domains are only about 60% identical but both infect Typhimurium
(Fig. 7) indicates that there has nonetheless been signiﬁcant
divergence of tailspikes that bind the same polysaccharide and that
other phages with tailspikes similarly related to one another, like
TA271-1 and MS115A or perhaps even TA206-1 and Eco82-1, may
have the same or similar receptors. There are at least 186 different
structural variants known for the O-antigen polysaccharide of E. coli,
34 for Shigella and 54 for S. enterica (Samuel and Reeves, 2003; Stenutz
et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009), so a very large number of tailspike variants
are likely to exist that allow P22-like phages to speciﬁcally infect all
these different host serovars. We note that these highly speciﬁc
tailspike proteins can be used in the rapid, sensitive and precise
determination of Enterobacteria O-antigen serotypes (Handa et al.,
2008; Thouand et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2010).
Unlike the C-terminal sections, the P22-like tailspike N-terminal
9a capsid-binding sections form a rather closely related group that
contains no matches outside the P22-like phages (Figs. 8 and S1Z3);
these AA sequences are all more than 50% identical to one another
(see also Villafane et al., 2005). This is consistent with the fact that
they contact the low diversity gp10 proteins (above) in the virion
(Lander et al., 2006), and in fact tailspikes from phages g341 and ε34
have been shown to assemble onto P22 heads and are functional there
(Iwashita and Kanegasaki, 1975). On the other hand, the N-terminal
sections of the tailspike proteins of the P22-like phages are not
detectibly related to those of phages that are not P22-like, but which
have O-antigen binding tailspikes. These form six very different
groups, typiﬁed by phages 9NA, MB78, Det7, K1F, SP6 and epsilon 15,
that correlate with different virion types as follows: Phages 9NA and
MB78 represent two very different lytic Salmonella phages with long,
non-contractile-tails (Wollin et al., 1981; Joshi et al., 1982; Casjens,
2008; De Lappe et al., 2009; S. Casjens. G. Hatfull and R. Hendrix,
unpublished), and the N-terminal sections of their tailspikes repre-
sent two very different sequence types. Det7 has a long contractile
tail and is essentially unrelated to the other phages discussed here
(Walter et al., 2008; S. Casjens, G. Hatfull and R. Hendrix,
unpublished), and its tailspike N-terminal domain forms a third
unrelated type. The SP6 and K1F head-binding sections are very
different from one another, and these two T7-like phages belong to
quite different sub-types within the T7-like group (Dobbins et al.,
2004; Scholl et al., 2004; Stummeyer et al., 2006). Their “9a” regions
form fourth and ﬁfth unrelated types. Phage epsilon 15 has a short
tailed virion whose head and tail proteins are not recognizably related
to those of P22 or T7-like phages (Kropinski et al., 2007). Its tailspike
N-terminal domain forms a sixth non-P22-like head binding domain
type. It makes biochemical sense that the capsid-binding domain
sequences correlate with capsid/virion type and the receptor-binding
domains correlate with receptor type. The relationships between
these two tailspike domains are indicative of horizontal exchange of
the receptor domains within and among phage types, which is
discussed in more detail below.
Ejection proteins (gp7, gp20 and gp16)
Ejection protein function
The P22 gene 7, 20 and 16 proteins are each present in six to twenty
molecules per virion (Casjens andKing, 1974)(Table 1); their location in
the virion is unknown. The N-terminal twenty AAs of P22 gp7 areremovedby thehost's OpdAprotease (Conlin et al., 1992). This cleavage,
which is essential for gp7 function, takes place in the ...PSYPE•KGGKG...
sequence that is present with minor variations in all but Cart1, Ferg1,
ϕSG1 and the APSE-1/-2 phages. All three proteins are ejected from
virions during successful adsorption to, and DNA injection into, the
bacterial host (Botstein et al., 1973; King et al., 1973; Hoffman and
Levine, 1975b; Hoffman and Levine, 1975a; Israel, 1977). Most tailed
phage virions carry proteins that are ejectedwith the DNA, but P22 gp7,
gp20 and gp16 have no similarity to any known proteins outside the
P22-like phages. Their roles and sites of action after ejection are not
known, although it has been hypothesized that they form a passage
through the periplasm for the phage DNA or help protect the injected
DNA in the cytoplasm (Benson and Roth, 1997; Molineux, 2001, 2006;
Perez et al., 2009; Casjens and Molineux, in press). All three proteins
assemble into virions through sites near their N-termini (Adhikari and
Berget, 1993; E. Gilcrease and S. Casjens, unpublished), and scaffolding
protein is required for recruitment of at least gp16 into procapsids
(Greene and King, 1996; Weigele et al., 2005).
Ejection protein sequence relationships
The sequences of the ejection proteins (sections 7a–16d in Fig. 3)
are considerably more variable in sequence than the virion assembly
proteins encoded by genes 3 through 14. This variation includes both
the number of sequence types present and the existence of many
different mosaically-related combinations of these types. Consider for
example gp20. Its sections 20b and 20c, have eight and fourteen
different sequence types, respectively, that are more than 20%
different from each other, and section 20c has eight types that differ
bymore than 75% (Figs. S1V, S1W and S2B). Many of the very different
but parallel sections in these genes have weak and scattered
similarities (e.g., sections 16c of P22, Sf6 and CUS-3), while others
have no recognizable similarity (e.g., sections 16a of Flex301 and P22).
Interestingly, the 16a sections of Flex301 and its close relatives, which
are considerably larger than the other 16a domains (Fig. S5), have a
convincing match (E-value =3e−18) to proteins in the egg white
lysozyme family (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2005) and 36% identity with
the C-terminal catalytic domain of E. coli Slt70 lytic transglycosylase,
which also cleavages the glycosidic bond between N-acetylmuramic
acid and N-acetylglucosamine residues in peptidoglycan (van Asselt
et al., 1999). These prophage lysozyme domains retain the catalytic
glutamic acid residue (E487 in pSlt70), and although it is unknown
whether these gp16s in fact have such an activity, the possibility that
this protein could bind and/or cleave peptidoglycan ﬁts with its
possible role in DNA passage through the bacterial cell wall. The other
gp16 orthologues do not have recognizable peptidoglycan hydrolase
domains.
The reasons for such extensive ejection protein diversity are not
known; however, because of evolutionary sparring with the host, the
parts of the virion that interact most directly with the host during
adsorption and injection are expected to be more likely to beneﬁt
from change and/or increased diversity. Thus, the diversity of the
ejection proteins could be an indication of intimate interactions with
the host, and since these proteins are released from the virion with
the DNA during injection and function in the host during or
immediately after injection, they are likely to be available for such
interactions.
“Nonessential” virion assembly genes
Gene 14 protein
Three members of P22's virion assembly gene cluster are not
essential under typical laboratory conditions, genes 14, dec and orf186.
Gene 14's molecular function is unknown, but in its absence
nonfunctional “virions” are produced at high temperatures (Youderian
and Susskind, 1980; Bazinet and King, 1985). Homologues of P22 gene
14 are present in identical locations in all of the P22-like phages
Fig. 8. Diversity of the head-binding domain of tailspike protein. An unrooted neighbor-joining tree of the N-terminal head-binding (9a) domains of the P22-like phage tailspike
proteins and relatives outside this group is shown (as described in legend to Fig. 4). The insert above shows the physical locations of theN- and C-terminal domains of the P22 tailspike
in the virion's tail (modiﬁed from Lander et al., 2006). At the right, the type of virion of each phage is indicated in red text, and vertical red lines denote phages of the same virion type;
“sipho” indicates members of the Siphoviridaewith a long non-contractile tail; and “myo” indicates a member of theMyoviridaewith a long contractile tail. Eco39I-1 and APEC2 are
epsilon 15-like prophages in the E. coli IAI39 and APEC-01 genomes; these prophages, named here, span gene locus_tags ECIAI39_2654 to 2704 and APEC_4020 to 4062, respectively;
putative tailspike genes are ECIAI39_2657 (Touchon et al., 2009) and APEC_4058 (Johnson et al., 2007). References for other tailspike sequences are in Table S1 and Fig. 7.
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contributor to P22 survival despite its dispensability in the laboratory.
A curious aspect of gp14 is that it is one of the least diverse of theP22-like virion assembly proteins; all but six of the phages analyzed
here have gp14s that are greater than 94% identical (Fig. S1Q). It does
not appear to be a recently obtained gene for this group of phages, since
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less than 25% identical to the other P22-like phages, and no homologues
are known outside the P22-like phages. Clearly, the high level of
“conservation” of this gene within the E. coli/Salmonella infecting group
does not correlate with its apparently low relative immediate
importance to the process (as is sometimes erroneously assumed for
highly conserved proteins). Interestingly, prophage Ferg1's genes 14, 7
and 20 are quite different from the other P22-like phages (Figs. 3 and
S1Q-X), but are very similar to a short P22-like prophage remnant called
CP22 (Casjens, 2003) or Sp16 (Hayashi et al., 2001) that is present in the
genomes of some E. coli isolates, suggesting that a Ferg1-like phage was
the origin of this fragment.
Dec protein
One hundred and eighty molecules of Dec (for “decoration”)
protein bind to the outside of the coat protein shell and in doing so
stabilize the capsid to treatment bydivalent cation chelators (Gilcrease
et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2006). It does not appear to be an essential
protein, since in some very similar phage pairs such as P22 and SE1
only the latter has a dec gene, and deletion of dec fromphage L does not
affect its ability to propagate in the laboratory (E. Gilcrease & S.
Casjens, unpublished). Like gp14 and gp10, the Dec proteins are much
less diverse than most of the other virion assembly proteins, with a
minimum of 94% AA sequence identity in pair wise comparisons (Fig.
S1A).
Could the other P22-like phages encode a Dec-like protein that is
not currently recognizable in their genome sequences? The three-
dimensional reconstructions of the P22 and Sf6 virions (above) shows
that neither virion has any Dec-like protein bound on the surface, but
it is not known if the other phages with, for example, CUS-3 or APSE-1
type coat proteinsmight have such a protein. Inmost tailed phages, and
especially in themedium-sized temperate phages like P22, proteins that
interact directly during virion assembly are often encoded by adjacent
genes (Casjens and Hendrix, 1974, 1988; Casjens et al., 1992a) (Fig. 1A),
but the facts that (i) Dec protein interacts onlywith gp5 coat protein yet
its gene is not very near gene 5 (Gilcrease et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2006),
(ii) the dec gene is at one end of the virion assembly gene cluster, (iii) all
known dec genes are extremely similar, and (iv) not all P22-like phages
have a dec gene, suggest that Dec may be a relatively recent addition to
the P22 sub-group during the evolution of the P22-like phages.
Orf186 protein
Although it is expressed during infection (A. Poliakov, E. Gilcrease
and S. Casjens, unpublished), the function of P22 gpOrf186 is not known
(this gene has been called orf109 and orf69 in P22 (Eppler et al., 1991;
Gilcrease et al., 2005), but here we call these proteins “gpOrf186” after
the longest orthologue's name in phages ST64T and L). This protein is
not essential to phage P22 in the laboratory (Eppler et al., 1991), andwe
have recently shown that the phage L orf186 gene is not essential, since
its removal does not affect plaque formation (E. Gilcrease and S. Casjens,
unpublished). Nonetheless, since a gene is present in this position in all
of the P22-like phages, and the gpOrf186 tree has branches that largely
parallel the procapsid assembly proteins (Fig. S1K), it is possible that it is
or has recently been evolutionarily important to this group of phages,
perhaps in procapsid assembly. Unlikemost other genes of the P22-like
virion assembly clusters, where orthologue sizes do not vary greatly
among the different phages, the genes in the orf186 position differmore
than three-fold in size. The largest genes at this position encode 186 AA
proteins (orange in Figs. 3 and S2K), but in all the other phages these
genes are predicted to encode shorter proteins that range from 54 to 78
AAs in length. The P22 putative 69 AA protein appears to be a partial
internal deletion of the 186 AA protein encoding genes (see Fig. S5 in
Casjenset al., 2004),while others, for example the Sf6, APSE-1, Rett1 and
ϕSG1 proteins, are not convincingly similar in sequence to the longer
version of the orf186 protein.Since the function of the orf186 gene is unknown, it could be a
moron that was inserted into the virion assembly gene cluster by
horizontal transfer (morons can be loosely deﬁned as recent DNA
insertions that have little to do with the surrounding genes; see
Hendrix et al., 2000; Juhala et al., 2000; Hendrix, 2002), and as such it
would not require a function that is related to virion assembly.
Although this remains possible, since morons in lambdoid phages are
sporadically present and similar morons are sometimes present at
different locations even in closely related phages (e.g., HK97 and
HK022 in Hendrix et al., 2000; Juhala et al., 2000) and the orf186 genes
are universally present in P22-like genomes at the same location, it
seems unlikely that they aremorons. In addition, moron genes usually
have their own transcription start and stop signals, and we do not ﬁnd
obvious promoter and terminator sequences properly positioned for
orf186 expression by itself. Overall, it seems possible that this gene,
while it may have played a more central role in virion assembly in the
past, could have lost its importance and now be evolutionarily “on the
way out” at least in some lineages.Diversity of the P22-like phage morphogenetic genes
The tailed phages are extremely diverse; indeed, until recently no
two independently isolated, closely related phage genome sequences
have been reported that do not have at least somemosaic relationships
(Hendrix et al., 1999; Hendrix, 2002; Casjens, 2005). Figs. 3, S2A and
S2B show that there is also considerable mosaicism within the virion
assembly gene cluster of the P22-like phages. Of the 1633 protein
sections deﬁned by our analysis, there are 259 and 112 different
sectional types that are N20% and N75% different from their cognate
sections, respectively (if all the phages were identical there would be
30 different sectional types, one for each section). Using the very
conservative 75% identity cutoff, the number of different sequence
types present in the protein sections deﬁned here ranges from one
type in sections dec, 1, 4, 10, 26a, 7b, 20a and 9a to twenty-eight types
in the tailspike 9b receptor-binding domain. Each of the forty-six lines
in Fig. 3 represents a different combination of these sectional
“sequence type alleles”. Clearly, the diversity within this phage group
is very substantial.
In spite of this diversity, there are several examples of extremely
similar phages among the P22-like phages and prophages considered
here. For example, phage CUS-3, which was isolated after induction
from the K1 capsule-containing E. coli strain RS218 (King et al., 2007)
and the UT1 prophage in K1 strain UT189 are 99.98% identical in
nucleotide sequence and have no mosaic relationships; the only
difference between their genomes is the number of repeat units
(nineteen in CUS-3 and twenty in UT1) in the heptanucleotide repeat-
containing “contingency” region of their neuO polysialic acid O-acetyl
transferase genes (Deszo et al., 2005). In addition, there are ﬁve other
examples of multiple P22-like phages with no mosaic differences
(indicated on the right side of Fig. 3). It is possible that (i) the bacterial
lineages that harbor very similar prophages have expanded recently as
clonal growth of a clade after lysogenization by a progenitor phage, or
(ii) many individuals in such a bacterial lineage have been lysogenized
by a very successful phage after expansion of the lineage. Identical
prophage inactivating deletions present in the ≥99% identical
prophages Flex301, Flex2017B, Flex2457 and Flex8401 suggest that
in this case S. ﬂexneri clonal expansion occurred after the parental
prophage integrated and began to decay. These nearly identical (pro)
phages have been found, in spite of their rarity, possibly because the
human pathogenicity of their bacterial hosts has focused medical
attention on these relativelyminor (in absolute cell numbers on Earth)
bacterial lineages. For example, the discovery of the nearly identical
phage groups CUS-3/UT1/IHE1 and APEC1/EcoS88-1 seems to be the
result of recent medical interest in pathogenic E. coli that have a K1
type capsule.
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Module shufﬂing among the P22-like phages
Generation of new functional mosaic boundaries (novel sequence
joints) is certainly rare, but once they have formed, generation of new
sectional sequence type allele combinations by homologous recombi-
nation between other very similar regions should be much more
common (Hendrix, 2002; Casjens, 2005). The virion assembly gene
clusters under discussionhere are consistentwith such recombinational
shufﬂing of mosaic sections having occurred many times. For example,
among the Salmonella/Escherichia/Shigella P22-like phages there are
ﬁfteen different combinations of sections 26b and 16c (using the N50%
different sectional deﬁnition; Fig. S2A). Fig. S6 shows, as examples, that
the non-tailspike part of the virion assembly gene clusters of prophages
Scho1 and Schwarz1 could have been generated by homologous
recombination among Ferg1, L and SE1, and Sari1, B7A1 and Shad1,
respectively. Some of this type of putative homologous recombination-
mediated exchange events appears to have beenmoderately recent; for
example, phage SE1 section 16a is 90% identical to the parallel region of
Sf6 but only 17% identical to this part of B534-1 gp16, while the
C-terminal sections 16b, 16c and 16d of SE1 are 81% identical to B534-1
but only 29% identical to Sf6. Thus SE1 appears to carry a hybrid of the
very different B534-1 and Sf6 type 16 genes.
Although such examples are tantalizing, a more rigorous proof that
sectional allele shufﬂing by homologous recombination has actually
happened is the identiﬁcation of individuals carrying all four possible
allele combinations of two sections, each of which has two different
sequence type alleles. Linear divergence can only generate three of the
four possible combinations, so convergent linear evolution or
horizontal transfer is required to generate all four combinations
(Hudson and Kaplan, 1985). Convergence of sequences as long as
those in the sections here seems impossibly unlikely, so if all four
combinations are found, horizontal exchange must have occurred.
There are numerous examples in our panel of phages of all four
combinations of sectional sequence type alleles being present, such as
sections 3a and 5 present in Sf6 as blue–blue, CUS-3 as pink–pink,
Shad1 as blue–pink and B7A1 as pink–blue (note that the blue and
pink sections 3a and 5 are both more than 75% different!). Fig. S7
shows this and four additional examples. Previous suppositions of
such shufﬂing, although certainly reasonable, lacked the numbers of
sequenced genomes to observe all four allele combinations, so this
represents the ﬁrst formal proof that recombinational exchange of
sequence modules has actually occurred among mosaically related
phages.
Phage horizontal exchange and host species
Although the detailed phylogeny of the Enterobacteriaceae phage
hosts discussed here is not yet completely understood, E. fergusonii,
P. carotovorum, P. rettgeri, S. glossinidius, H. defensa and the Salmonella/
Shigella/Escherichia cluster all appear to reside on separate deep
evolutionary branches within the family (Moran et al., 2005; Paradis
et al., 2005; Kuhnert et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2010). The phages
infecting each of these different bacterial lineages have signiﬁcant
regions of unique sequence type alleles that are not found in the other
branches. For example, APSE-1/-2, ϕSG1, Cart1 and Rett1, which infect
different host lineages (Table S1), have 29, 25, 23 and 22morphogenetic
protein sections (outof 30), respectively, that areN20%different fromall
other phages in this study. Even the more highly conserved portal and
terminase proteins of phages Rett1 and Cart1 reside on distinct side
branches compared to their Salmonella/Escherichia/Shigella relatives
(Figs. 3 and S1D-G). Nonetheless, some putative horizontal movement
has occurred between phages that infect the different species, since, for
example, ϕSG1-like 7c and 16a sections are present in Escherichia
prophages Ferg1 and HS1, respectively (Fig. 3), and a Shigella phageSf6-like small terminase section 3a is present in prophage Rett1 of
P. rettgeri. It appears that these four phages have undergone a relatively
small amount of recent horizontal exchange with the P22-like phages
discussed here that infect the other hosts.
Section transfers appear to have been much more frequent
between the P22-like phages that infect the more closely related
host genera Salmonella and Escherichia/Shigella (it has been argued
that Shigella lies within the E. coli phylogenetic group; Pupo et al.,
2000). This is currently the only Enterobacteriaceae subgroup with a
phage genome sample size large enough to examine exchange within
such a host lineage. Over half of the N20% different sequence type
alleles that are present in more than one of the forty-one different
overall allele combination types of these phages (lines in Fig. 3) are
found both in phages that infect Escherichia/Shigella and in phages
that infect Salmonella; of 112 such alleles, 61 are found in both
Escherichia/Shigella and Salmonella phages. For example Salmonella
prophages Scho1, ParaC1 and Shad1/Schwarz1 each carry a different
type of terminase and prophage assembly genes that are otherwise
found only the E. coli/Shigella phages, and E. coli prophage MS115A
carries a 16d section type that is otherwise found only in Salmonella.
Although we have not attempted to quantify the frequency of
exchange events between Salmonella and Escherichia/Shigella phages,
the number of different combinations of sectional alleles that are
present in both Salmonella and Escherichia/Shigella phages clearly
indicates that there has been considerable exchange among phages
that infect these closely related hosts. However, this exchange has not
been enough to completely randomize the sectional alleles, since
nearly half of the sequence type alleles are currently found only in
phages that infect one host species (for example in Fig. 3, yellow
sections 1, 8, 5, 26c and 9a are currently found only in Salmonella
phages, and pink 7c, 20c, 20d and 16a are found only in the
Escherichia/Shigella phages). In addition, those alleles that are found
in phages that infect both species are not equally distributed among
the phages of the two hosts.
We note, however, that P22, a Salmonella phage that adsorbs to the
serotype Typhimurium O-antigen polysaccharide and carries the
apparently “Salmonella speciﬁc” sections 1, 8, 5, Orf186, 4, 9a and 9b,
propagates well in E. coli strains that display the Typhimurium
O-antigen on their surface, indicating that all of these sectional alleles
are functional in E. coli even though they have not yet been found in
E. coli phages (Neal et al., 1993). In addition, P22 that has had its 26c
section replaced in the laboratory by the cognate phage Sf6 section
(currently found only in Escherichia/Shigellaphages) infects Salmonella
as efﬁciently wild type P22 (L. Gogokhia, J. Leavitt and S. Casjens,
unpublished). Indeed, other than the receptor-binding section gp9b,
there is no evidence that any of the virion assembly proteins of these
phages have species- or genus-speciﬁc functions. Thus, either the
various sectional alleles that are currently found in phages that infect
only Salmonella or E. coli have never successfully crossed this host
species boundary in the wild, or subtle evolutionary pressures that are
not evident in the laboratory have kept them from becoming
established in the other host species.
The P22-like phages that infect more distantly related hosts are, on
average, more distantly related to other members of this phage group
than they are to those that infect the same host. Successful whole
virus “jumping” between host species appears not to have happened
within our phage sample, and we conclude that relatively few recent
segmental exchanges within the P22-like morphogenetic gene cluster
appear to have taken place between phages that infect different major
Enterobacteriaceae lineages, while substantially more exchange has
occurred among phages that infect more closely related Salmonella/
Escherichia/Shigella host lineage. This seems “eminently reasonable,”
since phages that infect similar hosts are more likely to come into
genetic contact, and our large data set allows this conclusion to be
drawn with much more conﬁdence than could be attained from
previous anecdotal comparisons.
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One of the striking aspects of this analysis is the low diversity that
is observed within the Dec, gp10 and gp14 proteins of the P22-like
phages that infect E. coli, S. ﬂexneri and S. enterica (Fig. 3). This could
be the result of either (i) their function being so important and
complex that only very few AA changes can be tolerated, or
(ii) introgression through the P22-like phage population of relatively
recently improved versions of the genes that encode these proteins.
Since gp10 occupies a central position in the phage tail (Fig. 2), it is at
least possible that its AA sequence could be somewhat intolerant of
change; however, the substantially more divergent gp10s and gp14s
in the non-E. coli/Salmonella P22-like phages indicate that these genes
were not recently invented or captured by this phage group and can
with time develop substantial diversity. Thus, it seems that the
simplest explanation for their lack of diversity is relatively recent
spread of improved versions of genes 10 and 14 through the
population of P22-like phages that infect E. coli, Shigella and
Salmonella. On the other hand, Dec may be an example of a recently
“invented” beneﬁcial protein that has only partly spread through the
Salmonella P22-like phages.
Exchange between the P22-like phages and other phage types
Terminase exchange
TheN-terminal bulk of the small terminase subunits (section 3a) of
the P22-like phages form a very diverse group, with ﬁve sequence
types that are not recognizably similar to one another. These are
exempliﬁed by the proteins encoded by phages P22, CUS-3, Sf6, APSE-
1 and ϕSG1 (Fig. 6). Unlike most of the other P22-like morphogenetic
proteins, these proteins have clear homologues that are present in
other phage types (Fig. S1B). Phage P22 type small subunit proteins
have recognizable relatives in coliphages T1 and RTP (both about 27%
identical to P22 small subunit section 3a), as well as somewhat closer
relatives in prophages in the genome sequences of Mesorhizobium,
Rhodopseudomonas and Robiginitalea bacterial isolates (the ﬁrst two
are members of the α-Proteobacteria and the latter is in the
Bacteriodetes; these proteins are 40–60% identical to the P22 type
small subunits). The Sf6 type small subunit protein section 3a is nearly
80% identical to that encoded by a highly deleted putative prophage in
the genome of Enterobacter sakazakii strain BAA_894 (amember of the
Enterobacteriaceae; Accession No. ABU77976) and has more distant
relatives in prophages in Neisseria and Delftia genomes (both β-
Proteobacteria; about 44% identical to the Sf6 protein). Finally, the
closest relatives of the CUS-3 type small terminases are currently
present in putative prophages in the genomes of Burkholderia,
Bordetella, Thermosinus and Zymomonas (members of α-Proteobac-
teria, α-Proteobacteria, clostridial Firmicutes, and β-Proteobacteria,
respectively; these proteins are 50–60% identical to the CUS-3
protein). All these small subunit matches are with proteins encoded
by phages or prophages which do not appear to be otherwise “P22-
like” from our analysis of their sequences, but they are each encoded
by genes which lie in the canonical small terminase subunit position
relative to putative large terminase andportal genes (for discussions of
this order, see Casjens et al., 1992a; Casjens, 2003).
Although the position of the root of the tree in Fig. S1B is not
known, a minimum of two of these three groups of outside matches
must fall inside the tree of the P22-like small subunits in both
neighbor-joining and maximum likelihood trees. Thus, these different
types of P22-like phage small subunit genes were either obtained by
horizontal transfer from sources related to the phages mentioned
above or were donated to those other phages from already highly
divergent P22-like phages. The terminase small subunits target DNA
for packaging, so such exchanges would likely give the recipient
phage a new speciﬁcity of DNA packaging, and if the protein's target
pac site lies within the small subunit gene, as it does in P22 (Wu et al.,2002 and references therein) and Sf6 (E. Gilcrease and S. Casjens,
unpublished), it could be functional in a new context if it can interact
with the terminase large subunit. This would alter the properties of
the recipient phage and perhaps give it an evolutionary advantage in
some situations. If these differences are the result of transfer of
genetic information into the P22-like phages, it has happened at least
two or three times during the long evolutionary history of these
phages.
Like the small subunits, terminase large subunit proteins from a
few phages that infect E. coli (phage ϕEco32), Burkholderia ambifaria
(BcepF1), Xylella fastidiosa (Xfas53) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa
(PaP3, F8, LMA2), as well as from putative prophages in Sinorhizobium
and Haemophilus genomes, also fall robustly within the tree of
P22-like proteins (Figs. S1D and S1E), suggesting that large subunit
genes too have been successfully transferred into or out of the P22-
like phage group.
Tailspike exchange
As described above, the diversity and branching orders of the
P22-like phage tailspike's capsid-binding and receptor-binding sections
are very different (Figs. 7 and 8). For example, the capsid binding 9a
sections of Sf6, HK60, B7A1, Sari1, Schwarz1, CUS-1 and ε34 are all≥79%
identical, while none of their 9b receptor-binding domains are
recognizably similar in sequence. On the other hand, the head-binding
N-terminal sections of the tailspikes of phages P22, 9NA, SP6, Det7 and
the MB78/SETP3 group form ﬁve extremely distantly related section 9a
sequence types, each of which corresponds to a very different phage
virion type that adsorbs to the same Salmonella O-antigen polysaccha-
ride, yet they all have easily recognized similarity in their C-terminal 9b
domains. Det7's receptor-binding domain is 61% identical to that of P22,
and the atomic structures of the P22 and Det7 proteins show that their
polypeptide folds are very similar (Walter et al., 2008). By far the most
parsimonious way to explain these observations is rather extensive
horizontal exchange of the receptor-binding section (but not the
N-terminal section) amongdifferent phage types. This acquisitionmight
be comparatively easy to accomplish, in that (i) the receptor-binding
domain is not known to have important interactions with any other
virion component (Figs. 2 and 9A), so there are no theoretical
impediments to its being able to function properly once it is attached
to a functional head-binding domain, and (ii) this domain is encoded at
one end of the P22-like virion assembly gene cluster and so can accept
replacement by a single recombination event (or at least the second
event should not have to occur at a particular location). The terminase
exchanges discussed abovemight also be similarly “easy” to accomplish
by an identical argument at the other end of the gene cluster.
Previous authors have pointed out that tail ﬁber genes are among
the most highly horizontally exchanged parts of the tailed phages
(Haggard-Ljungquist et al., 1992; Sandmeier et al., 1992), and the
discussion above extends this to tailspikes. The directionality of these
exchanges is not known, but it seems clear that it is evolutionarily
useful for phages to acquire new receptor speciﬁcities by swapping
this domain. Perhaps evolutionary sparring between the phage and its
host at points other than the receptor-tailspike contact eventually
limit the effectiveness of a particular phage, so acquisition of the
ability to adsorb to a new, naive host may give the phage access to
bacterial lineages that are unprepared for its particular style of
intracellular development, thus giving such a recombinant phage an
immediate advantage.
Protein domains, functional modules and protein interactions
Protein domain boundaries and mosaic joints often coincide
The mosaic boundaries identiﬁed here often do not coincide with
gene boundaries. In fact ﬁfteen of the twenty-ﬁve mosaic boundaries
lie within genes. Atomic structures have been determined for three of
Fig. 9. Locations of mosaic boundaries in P22 virion assembly proteins. Ribbon diagrams are shown for the three P22-like assembly proteins whose X-ray structures are known. Black
arrowheads mark the positions of the mosaic sectional boundaries identiﬁed in this analysis. A. The Sf6 small terminase subunit (Zhao et al., 2010). Above the octamer is shown with
alternating green and red subunits and all eight of the C-terminal 3b domains yellow: below one subunit is extracted from the octamer. B. The P22 gene 9 encoded tailspike with the
separately crystallized and thus unconnected N-terminal head binding (all three subunits yellow) and C-terminal receptor-binding domains (with subunits in red, green and blue)
(Steinbacher et al., 1994, 1997a). The relative orientation of the two tailspike domains is approximately that which is present in virions (Lander et al., 2006). C. P22 gene 26 encoded
tail needle (Olia et al., 2007b). The central coiled-coil section 26b shows the three subunits in red, green and blue, while all three of the N-terminal section 9a and C-terminal
section 9c subunits are shown in shown in magenta and yellow, respectively.
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terminase subunit mosaic 3a–3b boundary, tail needle 26b–26c
boundary, and tailspike 9a–9b boundary coincide strikingly with
physical domain boundaries in these proteins as follows: The
C-terminal 28 AAs of the phage Sf6 small terminase subunit (Zhao
et al., 2010) are not part of the main folded domain of the protein and
form a β-helical tube on the “top” of the protein that corresponds
perfectly with the 28 AA C-terminal section 3b (Fig. 9A). We also note
that the site that controls the phage λ small subunit's binding to large
subunit lies somewhere in the small subunit's C-terminal 40 AAs
(Frackman et al., 1985; Yang et al., 1999). There is a perfect correlation
between the P22-like small subunit's C-terminal 28 AA section 3b
sequence type that a phage carries and the sequence type of its large
subunit. This is compatible with section 3b being responsible for
binding the small subunit to the large terminase subunit.
P22-like tailspike section 9a N-terminal domains all have
homologous AA sequences, and the mosaic boundary point where
their sequences diverge corresponds perfectly with the boundary
between the two protein domains present in three different tailspikes
(Steinbacher et al., 1994, 1997a; Barbirz et al., 2008; Muller et al.,
2008) (Figs. 9B and S8B). The P22 tail needle gp26 also has several
structural domains, a capsid binding domain (AAs 1 to about 60;
AAs 1–27 in an extended conformation surrounding a coiled-
coil core), a central ﬁbrous coiled-coil domain (AAs ~60–140), alargely β-structure domain (AAs 140–170), and ﬁnally a C-terminal
domain with a complex fold (AAs 171–233) (Olia et al., 2007b). Our
analysis of the P22-like gp26 sequences shows a rather high similarity
in all cases in AAs 1–71 (section 26a), at which point the sequences
diverge into several types of 26b sections, and the observed 26b–26c
mosaic boundary coincides quite well with the boundary between the
coiled-coil domain and the C-terminal domains beyond P22 AA 140
(Fig. 9C; and we note that exchanges within parallel coiled-coil
regions seems very plausible). In addition, the 8a–8b mosaic
boundary in the scaffolding protein was identiﬁed as the twenty-
two AAs at the C-terminus by comparing the scaffolding protein of
prophage MS21A with others in the CUS-3 group, and P22 scaffolding
protein gp8 contains a helically folded domain that binds to coat
protein and encompasses its C-terminal thirty-three AAs; within this
domain AAs 9–24 from the C-terminus are sufﬁcient to bind to
coat (Sun et al., 2000; Weigele et al., 2005). Thus, section 8b
corresponds reasonablywell to the coat-binding portion of scaffolding
protein.
Less direct evidence suggests that protein domain and mosaic
boundaries also coincide within the large terminase subunit. The
C-terminal 38 AAs of the phage λ large subunit are sufﬁcient to control
thebindingof terminase to theportal protein in theprocapsid (Catalano,
2005; Frackman et al., 1984; Yeo and Feiss, 1995a, 1995b). This λ



















Fig. 10. Horizontal transfer of protein domains. The rectangles represent genes and the
other shapes with the same color as the gene represent their encoded proteins. Parent A
and parent B have diverged to the point that in both cases subunit 1 can no longer
interact with subunit 2 of the other type. See discussion in text.
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2c domain of gp2 and the sequence type of the portal protein to which
it should bind. Furthermore, biochemical and structural analyses
have shown that large terminase subunits of other tailed phage
types are divided into two roughly equally sized domains that harbor
the N-terminal DNA packaging motor ATPase and C-terminal nuclease
active sites (Ponchon et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2007, 2008; Smits et al.,
2009). The mosaic boundary that separates sections 2a and 2b of the
P22-like phages' large terminase subunits almost certainly lies between
these two protein domains (Fig. S4). A coincidence of mosaic boundary
and protein domain boundary locations has also been noted previously
in the Erf-like recombination proteins that many tailed phages carry
(Juhala et al., 2000; Casjens et al., 2004). Thus, mosaic boundary
locations in the P22-like phage virion assembly genes correlate
extremely well with each of the seven previously identiﬁed functional
and structural domain boundaries, and no mosaic boundaries were
identiﬁed in locationsknownnot tobecompatiblewithphysical domain
boundaries.
No internal mosaic boundaries were found in coat (gp5) or portal
(gp1) proteins. The known structures of coat proteins from other
phage types show that they all contain similar basic structure that is
not easily divided into domains, but the P22 coat has a looped out
telokin-like Ig domain (Jiang et al., 2003; Teschke and Parent, 2010;
Parent et al., 2010). No clear mosaic joints were found adjacent to the
latter, and the similar lengths of all the P22-like coat proteins suggests
the telokin-like Ig domain may be present in all of them, but proof of
this awaits further structural information. If true this would support
our conclusion of coat protein divergence within the P22-like group.
Although some portal proteins have an “extra” C-terminal domain
(Lebedev et al., 2007), the bulk of these proteins is not easily divisible
into linearly arranged domains (Simpson et al., 2000; Lebedev et al.,
2007). The idea that intragenic mosaic boundaries correspond to
protein folding domain boundaries predicts that the P22-like ejection
proteins gp7, gp16 and gp20, each of which is highly internallymosaic
(Fig. 3), are likely to contain multiple structural domains.
It should not be surprising that mosaic boundaries often lie within
genes rather than between them, especially in highly interactive
systems like phage assembly gene clusters. Consider two distantly
related but homologous gene pairs (Parents A and B in Fig. 10), where
p1 interacts with p2 through the latter's N-terminal domain and p1′
and p2′ interact in a similar way but their interacting surfaces have
diverged to the point that p1 and p1′ can no longer interact with p2′
and p2, respectively. Formation of hybrids in which whole genes are
neatly exchanged (Recombinant 1 in Fig. 10) would create a p1–p2′ or
p1′–p2 combination in which the two proteins could not interact, and
the hybrid would likely be nonfunctional. On the other hand if the
exchange gave rise to a hybrid gene with the N-terminal p1-binding
domain of p2 fused to the C-terminal domain of p2′, a hybrid protein
would be formed (Recombinant 2 in Fig. 10) which could interact
with p1 to form a complex with a novel p1–p2′ functional
combination that could be evolutionarily advantageous. For example
in the terminase case, it would seem much easier to form a hybrid
small subunit with the DNA recognition function from one parent and
ability to bind large terminase from the other, than to evolve
divergent small and large subunits that happen by chance to be able
to interact with each other in a productive way. The covalent peptide
bond at the point of fusion (i.e., the mosaic boundary) serves to hold
the new combination of protein functionalities together.
Gene position and protein–protein interactions
It has been argued that evolutionary forces have arranged phage
virion assembly genes so that gene parts encoding protein domains
that intimately interact are close to one another. Close juxtaposition
would minimize the recombinational separation of two genes whose
products interact, and interacting protein domains might have abetter chance for survival after horizontal exchange, since they are
more likely to move together if they are encoded by adjacent DNA
sequences (Casjens and Hendrix, 1974, 1988; Casjens et al., 1992a;
Lawrence and Roth, 1996; Casjens et al., 2004). It is, of course, not
possible to arrange the genes whose protein products build a three-
dimensional structure so that all interacting domains are encoded by
adjacent gene parts, but in the P22-like phages the following protein
domain positions ﬁt with these ideas (Fig. 1B): the C-terminal domain
of scaffold interacts with coat (Weigele et al., 2005), the N-terminal
domain of gp26 interacts with gp10 (Bhardwaj et al., 2007). In
addition, the C-terminal region of the small terminase likely binds the
large subunit, and the C-terminus of the large terminase likely binds
portal (above). Finally, the N-terminal virion interaction domains of
gp7, gp20, gp16, gp9 (Adhikari and Berget, 1993; Steinbacher et al.,
1997a; E. Gilcrease and S. Casjens, unpublished) are positioned so that
the parts of the virion with which they likely interact are encoded by
transcriptionally upstream genes. In the cases where proteins interact
but there is no experimental evidence regarding the details of the
interactions, the genes that encode interacting proteins are adjacent
or close as follows: gp1–gp8 (Bazinet and King, 1988); gp1–gp4 (Olia
et al., 2006; Zheng et al., 2008); and gp4–gp10 (Olia et al., 2007a,
2007b). Clearly, the arrangement of the genes within this gene cluster
is not random, and the fact that a number of the above interactions
and gene orders are recapitulated in phages which have no longer
have recognizable sequence similarity to P22 (Casjens and Hendrix,
1988; Casjens et al., 1992a; Casjens, 2003) suggests that there is
strong evolutionary pressure to keep the genes in the current order,
and these protein interactions are the likely source of this pressure.
The following gene boundaries also support these ideas. The 3–2, 2–1
and 8–5 gene boundaries do not correspond to mosaic boundaries,
and in each of these cases the adjacent sectional pairs (3b–2a, 2c–1
and 8b–5) consist of a binding site from the C-terminus of the protein
encoded on the left and the protein to which it binds on the
right (above). No recombinants that shufﬂe these putative binding
pairs have been found, so if they were horizontally transferred, the
two binding partners moved together (e.g., possible transfers of
sections 3b–2a into ParaC1, sections 2c–1 into MS115A, and 8b–5 into
21MSA).
A few interactions among the P22-like assembly proteins are more
difﬁcult to understand in this context. For example, within the
Salmonella/Shigella/Escherichia phages, gp4 and the N-terminal 9a
domain of gp9, both of which interact closely with gp10 in the P22
virion (Lander et al., 2006; Olia et al., 2007b), are signiﬁcantly more
diverse than their highly conserved gp10 interaction partner. Also, the
N-terminal part of gp16 should interact with a site on scaffold and/or
coat in the procapsid (Greene and King, 1996;Weigele et al., 2005), but
no apparent correlation between its sequence type and those of coat or
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evolutionary divergence appears to be sufﬁciently complex that co-
divergence analysis is not yet a strategy that is able to identify all phage
virion protein domain interactions.A procapsid assembly module of multiple co-evolved genes
Modules that encompass multiple genes (e.g., prohead assembly
genes), whole genes such as gene 10, and only parts of genes (e.g.,
tailspike domains) are evident from our analysis. The complex web of
interactions among the morphogenetic proteins (Figs. 1 and 2), along
with their extensive diversity, strongly suggests that it should not be
possible to simply swap them randomly among the different P22-like
phages and retain full virion assembly capability; i.e., many divergent
proteins from one phage should not be able to function in the context
of another phage's assembly proteins. In one clear case a group of
genes appears to have largely (exceptions are discussed below)
avoided shufﬂing during the evolution of the P22-like phages. These
are the three genes that encode the proteins required to assemble
functional procapsids — coat (gp5), scaffold (gp8) and portal (gp1)
proteins. Their trees are strikingly similar; each has three major
branches with well-supported subgroups that are recapitulated in the
coat, portal and coat trees (Figs. 3 and S1G–J). Minor differences in
branch lengths and deep branching orders of the three major groups
and their subgroups are likely explained by differential rates of
evolutionary change dictated by the proteins' functions as well as
inaccuracies in the order of bifurcations with poor bootstrap support.
In addition, the sequences of the C-terminal 2c section of gp2 and gp4
cluster in the same fashion as the three procapsid assembly proteins
(Figs. S1F and S1L). The latter observations can be sensibly
rationalized, since the C-terminus of the large terminase subunit is
thought to interact with portal protein during DNA packaging
(above), and gp4 serves as an “adapter” to bind the rest of the tail
structure to the virion. The close one-to-one interaction of gp4 with
portal protein molecules (Lander et al., 2006; Olia et al., 2006; Zheng
et al., 2008) makes it reasonable that it should have co-evolved with
the procapsid assembly proteins. Finally, the orf186 gene also lies
inside this cluster, and it also appears not to have undergone any
major evolutionary shufﬂing among the major branches.
This “3′-terminus of gene 2-gene 1-gene 8-gene 5-orf186-gene 4”
module appears to have evolved within each lineage and endured
relatively little recent horizontal exchange among the different
P22-like phage lineages, and no exchange has been observed with
phages outside the this group. This module contains the set of closely
interacting proteins required to build the procapsid, as well as
sections that connect the procapsid to the DNA packaging motor and
to the tail. There are only a few artiﬁcial and real exceptions to this
idea, and they can be understood as follows: (i) gpOrf186 is more
diverse than the other proteins in this module, but its orange and
yellow sections lie in the same major tree branch (Figs. 3 and S1K);
similarly, the pink Cart1 Orf186 section marked in Fig. 3 with a
diamond (♦) is on a somewhat more divergent side branch from the
other members of the CUS-3 type (pink) sections (Fig. S1K). These
apparent exceptions are thus artiﬁcial results of differential diver-
gence and the choice of a 20% difference cutoff rate. (ii) The TA270-1
Orf186 section appears to be a real transfer from an orange-like
relative (see Fig. S1K), and (iii) MS21A has sections 8a and 5 that are
both about 30% different from their closest relatives with CUS-3
(pink) type scaffold and coat proteins. Thus MS21A appears to have
acquired these two sections from a P22-like lineage that is not
currently represented in our phage panel. The exceptional MS21A and
TA270-1 cases show that if relationships and chance exchanges are
right, transfers between P22-like lineages can be successful within
this region; so in the strictest sense, this “procapsid module” can be
broken down into smaller ones.Conclusions
Fifty-seven sequences of orthologous morphogenetic gene clusters
from P22-like phages were compared, making this by far the largest
such set of mosaic phage genomes that has been analyzed. The results
of this analysis show the following: (i) Even a phage group as narrowly
deﬁned as “phages with P22-like virions” is ancient enough that some
genes appear to have divergedwithin the group to the point of having
very little AA sequence similarity between the encoded proteins.
(ii) Some of these genes are present in numerous diverse versions.
Tailspikes are the most diverse, with twenty-eight different types
whose encoded proteins are not recognizably similar. This diversity of
the same function includes both highly diverged homologs that have
the same polypeptide fold and proteins with different polypeptide
folds. (iii) There has been considerable exchange of genetic informa-
tion among diverging P22-like phage lineages, and (iv) the amount of
recent exchange appears to correlate inversely with the evolutionary
separation of their hosts. (v) The procapsid assembly genes, ejection
protein genes, and tail genes (other than the receptor-binding domain
9b of tailspike) have evolved with little intrusion of genetic
information from other phage types. (vi) A procapsid assembly gene
module has co-evolved with very little exchange, even among the
major P22-like branches. Presumably such exchanges are limited by
the extensive interactions among the proteins involved in procapsid
assembly. (vii) Proteins that interact most intimately with the host
appear to be the most diverse and have enjoyed more genetic
exchange within the P22-like group than other morphogenetic
genes. (viii) Mosaic sequence boundaries are not randomly positioned
and often coincide with protein domain boundaries. (ix) The least
diverse genes are not those that seem, from our perspective, to be the
most important in the assembly or function of the virion in the
laboratory. We suggest that improved versions of these genes have
recently introgressed through the population. Finally, (x) the
terminase subunits and receptor-binding tailspike domain have
enjoyed horizontal exchange with phages outside the P22-like group.
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